Locker Management

New ways of working,
new storage needs

New ways of working,
new storage needs
Our working lives have changed, and business environments will continue to
change. With hybrid working the new norm, employees, contractors and visitors
need space for hotdesking and collaboration. And, without a permanent desk,
they need secure storage.
Which all means that lockers are becoming an essential, and valuable,
investment for many companies.

AEOS Locker
Management is
the smart answer
Flexible
• Manage lockers for employees, visitors,
contractors and more.
• Use lockers dynamically, rather than one per
person, so you need fewer overall.
• Assign lockers to individuals or groups.
• Authorise use for a set period or without a time
limit.
• Lock and unlock with any ID – badge, mobile,
biometric or QR code.
• Use on one site or across many.
Intuitive
• AEOS dashboard – makes managing thousands
of lockers easy.
• Modern info point – keeps things
straightforward for users.
• Mobile app – lets you open and close lockers
with your phone.
Intelligent
• Combine locker management with physical
access control.
• Powerful reporting – track access and make
data-driven decisions.
• Integrates with other systems – from HR
databases to building management software.
• Secured against theft and cyberattacks.

Smart locker
solutions for a
variety of uses
Storage
AEOS Locker Management can secure an unlimited
number and variety of lockers for personal and
communal belongings, including filing cabinets,
post boxes, medicine cabinets and more. The AEOS
dashboard makes it easy to:
• Assign a locker to one specific person.
• Switch one or more lockers to flex mode, so any
authorised person can use them.
• Authorise someone to use multiple lockers at the
same time.
Asset management
AEOS Locker Management is an ideal way to manage
assets like handheld scanners, medical equipment,
construction tools, and much more. You can:
• Assign a group of lockers to supervisors, which they
can manage via the info point.
• Use the AEOS dashboard to easily authorise who
can loan which assets.
• Export loan and return data to reports and data
visualisation platforms.
Drop off & pick up
AEOS Locker Management can be used when goods or
devices need to be dropped off or picked up. It’s often
used, for example, by:
• IT departments – people can easily drop off a faulty
laptop and collect it after repair.
• Hardware stores – installers can pick up materials
after hours.
• Couriers – parcels can be left in a secure place,
ready for collection later.
Cloakrooms
AEOS Locker Management allows total flexibility when
assigning cloakroom lockers for employees, visitors or
contractors. You can, for example:
• Assign specific lockers or allow people to choose
which they use each time.
• Define when, or for how long, lockers can be used –
or set no time limits.
• Assign how many lockers someone can use per
location, building, city or country.

Operates seamlessly
with AEOS access
control
AEOS Locker Management is an integral part of the AEOS
platform, which has been trusted by many well-known
companies for more than 20 years. It means you can use one
system to easily manage access to doors and lockers, which
brings a range of benefits.

Synch access rights & collate
data – all in one place
With AEOS, you can use the same range of functionalities for lockers as for doors. And
create a smart building where, if you have building access, you can use a locker. You can
automatically block someone’s locker when you block their access rights. And you can
collate all access data in one system, which gives powerful reporting capabilities.

Streamlined
integrations
AEOS integrates seamlessly with a wide variety of
third-party systems such as those for HR, visitor
management, reporting and building management. To
enable these integrations, it supports SAML, LDAP and
SOAP Webservices.

Energy saving
functionality
If an alarm is set for the area where lockers are
located, all doors in that area – including lockers –
can be switched to disabled so they can’t be opened.
The controller switches off lockers by disconnecting
the power, so energy isn’t wasted when they’re not
accessible.

Easy management
with web-based
dashboard
Managing a large number of lockers and storage
spaces can be complex, but AEOS Locker
Management makes it straightforward. Our webbased AEOS dashboard keeps everything streamlined
and responsive, making it easy to do the following
and more:
• Manage access rights
• Address user questions
• Open lockers remotely
• Remove blockages caused by user errors
• Block people from using lockers.
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